Date: 2022-09-12
Flight Campaign ID: P1C1
Airport, FBO ID, City: Tucson International Airport - Tucson, AZ, Cavern City, NM (KCMN), Durant Regional Airport (KDUA), Olive Branch Airport (KOLVA)
Aircraft: N331AR

Domain: 00
Sites Flown: (Transit)
Days left in Domain: 0

Report Author: Cameron
Lidar Operators: Cameron
Ground Operators: Abe
Pilots: Magnus, Steven

Flight Hours: 2:21, 2.43, 2.43
Hours until maintenance: 117.50

Summary
The crew got an early start this morning and began the cross country transit to Domain 7. We progressed eastward making stops in New Mexico and Oklahoma before ending the day in Northern Mississippi. We are on schedule to arrive in D07 tomorrow afternoon.

Concerns
- None

Comments
- D07 Power adapters have been shipped and should arrive prior to the Otters arrival in D07.
- Abe Shipped D14 GSE back to HQ.
- Mike has verified the D07 FBO hangar and will be awaiting our arrival tomorrow.

Pictures:
- Departing D14
Weather Forecast
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Crew: Cameron (Transit)  Mike (Ground)
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Pumping and Cooling